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Research has repeatedly indicated

that mass media perpetuate the

stereotypical perception of female

politicians by emphasizing gender

stereotypes in political coverage and

downplaying the political component

of female politicians’ actions, political

programs, and ideas.

Meeks, 2012

a common news

media trend of

portraying women in

politics in more

gender-related terms

compared to men.

Fowler & Lawless, 2009

news media are known to focus on

appearance and personal traits when covering

female politicians, whereas male political

figures get more attention related to their

professional backgrounds, credentials, and

prior experience

In 2020,

the situation with

media coverage

seemed to be

improving, but is it

really so?
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Introduction



Goals of the study
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The study examines whether male and female

politicians’ PR messages have a different chance of

setting the news agenda (“being noticed” by media) in

the news coverage of 2020 US primaries.

Provides insights on whether stereotypical

characteristics ascribed to female and male politicians

persist in the 2020 news discourse.

Examines the results of computer-assisted quantitative

content analysis to test agenda-building hypotheses by

comparing campaign messages and news coverage of

male and female political candidates in 2020 US

primaries.



Sampling technique Computer-assisted coding

 Campaign press releases and news

articles about 6 2020 primary

candidates (3 male and 3 female).

Amy Klobuchar, Michael Bloomberg,

Pete Buttigieg, Elizabeth Warren,

Tom Steyer, and Tulsi Gabbard

Stratified random sampling with a skip

interval, major US media outlets in

ProQuest news database.

Coded for issues: health, education, women

rights, family, environment, social welfare,

defence, crime, economy, politics

Coded for attributes: emotionality, honesty,

courage, persistence, independence,

aggressiveness, confidence, political ideas

Human coders coded for 3 variables that are

difficult to grasp for computer: gender

references, uniqueness, and appearance.

Intercoder and human-computer agreement

higher than 70% for all variables.

Methodology
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287 news pieces

about female

candidates, 306

about male

candidates

items total included

in the sample.

593 news articles

and 452 PR

messages.

1045

"If previous research shows that male politicians’ ideas are

more likely to be heard, can we expect that their press releases

will have a stronger effect on political news coverage?
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47.8%

216 PR messages

from female

candidates, 236

from male

candidates



Hypotheses and RQs

RQ1: Do gender-specific

stereotypes persist in the

media coverage of the 2020

US primary candidates?

H1

H2

H3

First-level candidate-related agenda (issues) in the news will

correlate more strongly with first-level agenda in male

politicians’ press releases than in female politicians’ press

releases.

Second-level candidate-related agenda in the news

(candidates’ attributes) will correlate more strongly with

second-level agenda in male politicians’ press releases than in

female politicians’ press releases.

Third-level candidate-related agenda (co-occurrences) in the

news will correlate more strongly with third-level agenda in

male politicians’ press releases than in female politicians’

press releases.
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Findings: RQ1, descriptive data

Male politicians were more likely to be

reflected as honest, courageous,

persistent, independent, and

aggressive, even though with a

relatively modest margin.

Female politicians were twice more

often described in gender terms.

Male politicians’ ideas were slightly

more likely to be reflected in the news,

compared to the ideas of their female

counterparts.

Mass media were more likely to

discuss female politicians’ appearance,

while 0% of mass media articles

discussed the appearance of male

candidates.



Findings: hypotheses

At all three levels of

agenda building, male

and female press

releases had similar

and statistically

significant agenda-

building influence.

Fisher R to Z

transformation

coefficients:

1st level: z = .44, p > .05

2nd level: z = -.21, p >

.05

3rd level: z = 1.53, p =

.126
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Conclusions and

implications

Major conclusion. The data indicate good and

bad news for gender equality advocates in the

fields of political PR and media coverage.

Good news: gender gap is

improving

Female and male politicians'

press releases had similar

agenda-building capacity.

Bad news: it still exists

With a slight margin, male politicians

were more likely to be reflected as

honest, courageous, persistent,

independent, and aggressive. Female

politicians were twice more often

described in gender terms. Male

politicians’ ideas were more likely to

be reflected in the news.

Are small inequalities and

margins all that bad? 

Actually, they are, because the

effect can build up with time (i.e.

throughout the presidential

campaign), which can affect voters'

decisions and opinions and skew

the perception of female politicians,

no matter how well-designed their

PR campaigns may be.

Email questions to:  sofiyatarasevich@gmail.com
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